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ABSTRACT The hydraulic sliding-spool valve is a key component to control the flow rates and thus
pressures in different hydraulic volumes. The lateral force on the spool is one of the important effects
resulting from moving resistance. This paper presents research aimed at understanding the effects of radial
flow force and static pressure upon the lateral force. The radial flow force is calculated from three types
of control surfaces labelled with square land, 45◦ conical, and round curved surfaces, for discovering the
effects of control profile, combined with inlet and outlet control conditions. The pressure difference effect
is analyzed along with six cases under the same orifice opening, and the radial flow force is found to vary
linearly with the pressure difference. The results also indicate that the radial force for the inlet control mode
is less than that of the outlet control mode. The jet angle is discovered to not only be related to the annular
orifice opening and gap clearance, but is also influenced by the flow direction and control surface profile.
The static pressure is the predominant factor in the lateral force compared to the radial flow force. The results
indicate that the static pressure variation on the surface of the cylindrical spool shoulder increased linearly
with the inlet pressure; and two stagnation points can be observed in the case of the valve cavity with oil
passages on the same section, and square land control edge profile. The lateral force on the spool increases
with the pressure, and could reach to the maximum of 300 N, implying that this force should be taken into
account in the selection of an actuator, especially in high pressure applications.

INDEX TERMS Flow force, jet angle, lateral force, sliding-spool valve, static pressure.

I. INTRODUCTION
Flow force is often considered as one of the critical fac-
tors affecting the performance of a hydraulic control unit.
A hydraulic spool valve with a spool sliding along its axial,
is used to control flow direction, or flux by manipulating
spool position or displacement. When the annular orifice
formed by the spool land and housing is opened by a small
size, the liquid flows through the orifice causing the flow
velocity to change. Therefore, there is a flow force acting on
the spool because of the time variation in fluid momentum.

The flow forces are usually divided into steady-state and
transient flow forces. However, the transient flow force as
often been ignored because it was smaller than the steady flow
force and the pressure force [1], [2]. Many researchers have
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focused on the axial steady-state flow force because it is one
of the axial components that the actuator should overcome.
The expressions of steady-state and transient flow forces can
be used to obtain the equation of motion of the valve spool.
This equation of motion has been used to calculate the axial
flow forces acting on the spool of the directional control
valves, and compensates for the flow forces [3]. The impor-
tance of reducing the flow forces has been illustrated [4] when
the flow forces are acting on the valve piston of the hydraulic
sliding-spool valve, under high flow rate and pressure con-
ditions. The compensation method has been presented [4]
for inlet control edge, by modifying the sliding spool with
a conical form on the inlet control edge. While for the outlet
control edge, it has been demonstrated by designing a conical
surface on the inner side of the valve socket at the outlet port,
to conduct the outlet oil jet back to the slide spool. The spool
profile of a hydraulic directional valve for compensation was
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also studied [5], and a corrected equation to calculate flow
force while considering the static pressure distribution in the
valve cavity and pressure loss in nozzles was created [6].
The flow forces between the traditional square land spool,
and the turbine-bucket spool, were compared by conducting
experiments [6]. The results indicated that the flow force
was influenced by the attachment of the jet to the spool, and
the beveled spool compensated for the flow force, because
of the high and unbalanced pressure acting on the upstream
from the valve’s orifice [7]. Other compensation methods
were created by increasing the structure damping. The spool
structure for instance, was optimized by adding a damping tail
to compensate for the flow force acting on the spool, without
affecting the pressure drop between the inlet and the outlet
passages [8]. In similar work [9], a damping flange on the
spool of the same cartridge valve was designed to decrease
the axial flow force by 93 percent in the experimental test.
In addition, flow force could be reduced by modifying the
non-metering port geometry which improved the agility of
the single stage electrohydraulic valves [10].

Besides the optimization of the spool structure by use
of the compensation method, the axial flow force of a
one-directional valve was also simulated [11], [12], and it was
found that the flow velocity values were influenced by the
spool displacement. The flow force was also found to bemore
influenced by the valve opening, than by the temperature of
the flow servo valve used for the fuel metering unit [13].

The above-mentioned studies focused on the axial compo-
nent of the steady-flow force, because it acts in the opposite
direction to the drive force, and should be overcome during
the work process. Thus, researchers have been trying to min-
imize the axial force in order to improve the power-to-weight
ratio of the hydraulic control unit.

However, there exist frictional and inertial forces which are
effective against the drive forces [2], [4] except for the flow
force in a hydraulic spool valve. The reduction of the inertial
force can only be achieved through a reduction in the mass of
the moving components. The friction forces however, consist
of the Coulomb friction produced by the viscosity friction and
radial forces. The former exists when the spool is located in
the exact centre of the bore, with constant radial clearance
over the entire periphery. The latter appears when the spool is
axially aligned but with eccentricity, tilt, as well as the profile
machining error, such as the taper of the spool land. The taper
spool contributes to the increase of the radial forces when the
pressure at the larger end of the shoulder is higher than at the
smaller end [3]. In addition, the contaminated friction of the
clearance fit between the spool and its bore was also studied
through the experiments [14]. The contaminated friction was
increased on the cis-conical spool, but was decreased on
the invert cone spool [14]. The contamination friction can
be prevented by using a fine filter and by improving the
machining accuracy.

The frictional forces can prevent the spool from moving,
this phenomenon is called a hydraulic lock. The spool stroke
mechanism of a pressure servo valve was investigated by

considering the static-sliding friction, gap flow theory, and
the flow force when the spool had the tendency to tilt axi-
ally [15]. The experimental test results of static friction forces
acting on the spool of a hydraulic directional control valve
loaded with axial and flow forces have been presented [16].
The results indicated that the frictional forces depend on the
axial forces acting on the spool [16].

The forces derived from the liquid stream acting on the
valve spool of directional control valve were computed [17],
and the results indicated that the flow forces acting perpen-
dicular to the spool axially were 40 N, and 28 N at the inlet
passage in the directions along the port and normal to the
port axes, respectively. The forces were 252 N, and 83 N for
the outlet passage, when the flow rate was 450 l/min. These
results demonstrated that flow forces acting perpendicular to
spool axis should not be neglected, especially when calculat-
ing the driving force of the valve, as the force acting radially
results in increasing friction. However, a detailed analysis
was not provided [17].

So far, many researchers [4]–[7] have assumed that the
radial flow force cancels itself out because of the assumption
that the structure is symmetrical, and hence the radial flow
force balance being zero. Actually, the three dimensional
flow cavity inside the valve is not completely symmetrical,
because the hydraulic valve should be arranged according to
either the pipe systems, or valve block. Most of the hydraulic
directional control valves are subplate-mounted so that the
location of the oil ports are machined on the installation
surface according to the ISO standards [18], resulting in
unbalanced pressure, and velocity distributions around the
cylindrical surfaces of the spool, as well as the annular ori-
fices formed by the spool and sleeve (housing). The unbal-
anced radial component will force the spool against the bore,
and the Coulomb friction forces may cause the spool to
stroke.

Numerical simulation can provide important information
about the jet angle values and the flow rate distribution
inside the valve, in order to assist in obtaining precise flow
force. The flow forces acting on the spool of an open-center
hydraulic directional control valve were studied through
experiments, CFD simulation, and theoretical analysis [19].
It was found that the maximum value of flow force appeared
when the recirculating flow vanished, and the peak value of
flow force occurred at the same opening around 2.4 mm,
and the value increased along with the increasing pump flow
rate [20]. The importance of using full 3D fluid dynamics
analysis was emphasized [21], to more accurately evaluate
the flow forces in a hydraulic directional proportional valve
than it would in 2D and simplified 3D models. The structure
of the sliding spool was modified to reduce the actuation
forces [22].

The radial flow force at the annular orifice acting on the
sliding spool with a conical side surface of a two-dimensional
valve was studied numerically [23]. The results [23] demon-
strated that the radial flow force increases with both the
decreasing valve opening and increasing inlet flow velocity,
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and the net flow force should be considered when calculating
resistant forces. However, the study [23] did not consider the
effects of control edge profiles, flow directions, or oil passage
locations on the radial flow force.

This paper aims to fill the above-mentioned research gap,
by experimentally, and numerically studying the effects of
control edge profiles, flow direction, and oil passage locations
on radial flow force. The hydraulic test bed was built to
measure the pressure distribution of the 3D-printed tested
valves with specific test channel, and the commercial soft-
ware, ANSYS Fluent, is used as the numerical approach
for calculating detailed information. For simulation, three
different profiles of control edge are selected and are labeled
as square land, 45 ◦ conical, and rounding curved surfaces as
shown in Fig. 1. The first one is the traditional control edge of
the sliding spool, the second type is designed to compensate
for axial flow force [4], and the third one is the partial shape
of the turbine profile used as control edge to reduce axial flow
force [6]. As in the directional control valve, the flow should
be free to flow in and out, so the influence of flow direction on
the radial flow force is worth studying. In addition, the effect
of the oil ports’ location should be investigated as it has a
direct effect on the asymmetry of the fluid cavity inside the
valve.

This study sheds some light on the resistance forces of
the sliding-spool valve. In addition, the results of this study
indicate that the compensation of flow force in the axial
direction only, is not enough to improve the power output of
electro-mechanical actuator, without considering additional
resistances.

The paper firstly introduces geometries of a sliding valve,
and study cases in this research work. The fluid domain of
each case is then built, and the CFD methodology intro-
duced. After that, the results are shown based on different
control edge profiles, flow directions, and distributions of oil
passages. The discussion then proceeds with the results to
illustrate the radial flow force distribution, and the effects of
lateral force, as well as the effect caused by static pressure
on the spool. The experimental setup for testing static pres-
sure distributions was followed with the comparison of the
experimental and simulation results. Lastly, the conclusions
are provided.

II. RADIAL STEADY FLOW FORCE AT ANNULAR ORIFICE
A. GEOMETRIES
Flow force is known as the force induced by flow velocity.
As for spool type valve, when the orifice opens, the fluid is
able to flow into or discharge out of the cavity through the
annular orifice as shown in Fig. 2. The flow direction changes
at the orifice, and the pressure difference is generated accord-
ing to the Bernoulli effect [24]. Moreover, the flow velocity
increases as the flow stream narrows at the orifice, resulting
in apparent flow force acting on the spool. The control edge
of a sliding spool acting as a resistance, is defined as the inlet
control edge when the fluid enters into the chamber, and the
control edge is defined as the outlet control when the fluid

FIGURE 1. The sections of three control edge profiles of the spool
installed inside standard housing labelled with square land, 45 ◦ conical
surface, and rounding curved surface from left to right, respectively.

FIGURE 2. The sections of spool valves with oil passages located on the
symmetric section. The left shows discharging out (outlet control), and
the right is defined as entry in (inlet control).

discharges from the chamber. For commonly used four-way
three-position directional valve, the four ports are machined
onto the same installation surface according to ISO stan-
dards [18], resulting in the inlet, outlet, and work ports being
situated in different sections, as seen in Fig. 1. The valve
chamber structure whose inlet and outlet ports are located on
the same cross section as the spool axis is studied in many
occasions, when calculating axial flow force [4], [7] which is
chosen for comparative analysis with the former valve.

The traditional geometry shape of the spool is machined
with the square land shoulder, shown in Fig. 1 (left). The
conical and partial turbine compensated profiles are shown
in Fig. 1 (middle and right). This figure depicts the conical
surface with an angle of 45◦, and a round, curved surface,
putting into consideration the machining costs. The parame-
ters of the valves’ geometries are listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1. The structure parameters of the valve.

B. RADIAL FLOW FORCE AT ANNULAR ORIFICE
The expression of flow force was derived from the law of con-
tinuity, and the Bernoulli equation [25]. In the past, the axial
flow force along the spool axis has been studied by neglecting
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FIGURE 3. Computational domain and grid.(a) the asymmetric control
volume, (b) the symmetric control volume. Control surface: I - square
land, II - rounding control, III - 45◦ conical control.

the radial component. However, the existence of radial flow
force should be considered. It could be compensated for to
some extent, even though not in full as proven by Rajda and
Lisowski [17]. The radial flow force could be expressed as
Eq.(1) with the direction perpendicular to the spool axis.

Fr = 2CqCvπdsx1psinθ (1)

where, Fr is the radial flow force, in newtons (N); Cq is
the flow coefficient, Cv is the velocity coefficient, 1p is
the pressure difference in pascals (Pa), which is calculated
by subtracting outlet pressure from inlet pressure for the
control volume, and θ is the jet angle referring to the acute
angle between the velocity at the vena contracta, and the X
direction, shown in Fig. 2.

Here, the radial flow distribution along the annular orifice
is considered by assuming that the spool axis is co-axial to
the bore, which means that the effect of the radial force is
directly related to the pressure difference, and the jet angle
according to Eq.(1). Besides these two effects, the location
of the oil ports contributes to the pressure distribution at the
orifice, which should be considered [23]. The flow direction
referred to as entry in, or discharge out from the cavity also
has an influence over the flow force according to [4].

III. NUMERICAL MODELING
A. COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN AND MODELING
The parameters, shown in Table 1, were used to build the
finite-element model of the valve fluid domain. The 3D fluid
asymmetric control volume was chosen to analyze the radial
flow force at the annular orifice of the sliding valve. The
computational domain is shown in Fig. 3(a), (b), which rep-
resents the Fig. 1 (left) and the rounding curved surface for
symmetric volume, respectively. The grid near the annular
orifice where the maximum velocity, and pressure gradients
are, is refined as shown I, II, III in Fig. 3. Other cases with
different control edges or structures were processed in the
same way.

In the whole computational domain, the pressure inlet
and pressure outlet are chosen as inlet and outlet boundary

conditions. The rest of the surfaces were defined as walls with
no-slip condition. The fluid is the 46# anti-wear hydraulic
oil with the density of 899 kg/m3, and a kinematic viscosity
of 46 mm2/s. Two flow directions (from P to B and vice
versa) are analyzed by inverting the inlet and outlet pres-
sure boundary conditions. The convergence criteria was set
to the residual values of continuity, x-velocity, y-velocity,
z-velocity, and k and epsilon were less than 10−5. Meanwhile,
the mass flow rate difference between inlet and outlet was
set less than 10−5 as one requisite convergence criteria to
guarantee the conservation of mass.

RNG k − ε model was used to predict the turbulence.
In this study, the lowest Reynolds number is 346 at the annular
orifice for all simulation conditions. This is higher than the
critical Reynolds number, which ranges from 250 to 275 of
the slide valve [26]. The RNG k − ε model is the most
suitable turbulence model for determining the valve flow
features, as the flow inside a hydraulic valve is characterized
by the coexistence of ‘‘free shear flows’’ due to the flow jet
at the exit of the metering section [20]. The Enhanced Wall
Treatment (EWT) is used as the near-wall treatment, as EWT
provides consistent solutions for all y+ values, especially
when using the k − ε model for general single-phase fluid
flow problems [27].

The governing equations were solved using the pressure-
based solver. The SIMPLE scheme was selected for pressure-
velocity coupling, and pressure discretization was produced
by PRESTO!. The second-order upwind scheme was used to
discretize the momentum, turbulent kinetic energy, and the
turbulent dissipation equations.

Simulations were conducted for four different inlet pres-
sures of 5, 10, 15, and 25 MPa, three types of control edges,
two flow directions, and standard ports distribution (asym-
metric) versus symmetric distribution. For slide valves with
plated installation, the fluid flows from cylindrical inlet pas-
sage, as the internal flow and the inlet flow were fully devel-
oped, intensity and hydraulic diameter were chosen as the
turbulence specification method. The hydraulic diameter was
set to 20 mm equal to the diameter of the inlet port of the
model, and the turbulent intensity was set to 8%. The value of
turbulent intensity was estimated via the empirical correlation

I ≡ u′/uavg = 0.16(ReDH )
−1/8 (2)

where, I is the turbulence intensity which is defined as the
ratio of the root-mean-square of the velocity fluctuations u′,
to the mean flow velocity uavg, and ReDH is the Reynolds
number [27].

B. GRID INDEPENDENCE ANALYSIS
Four different unstructured meshes with 0.37, 0.99, 2.5, and
5.7 million computational cells were created with the com-
mercial software ANSYS Meshing, to investigate the mesh
independence. These meshes are labeled with Grid 1 to
Grid 4 in Fig. 4. The mesh independence simulations are
conducted for a valve opening of 0.5 mm with outlet pres-
sure being 0.1 MPa. The discretization error was estimated
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FIGURE 4. The mass flow rate comparison for grid independence analysis
(x = 0.5 mm, inlet pressure is set to 10 MPa and outlet pressure is set to
0.1 MPa).

using the procedure presented by Celik et al. [28]. The mass
flow rate was chosen as the studied variable. The error bars
in Fig. 4 present the discretization error compared to the
finest grid (Grid 4). The relative error of mass flow rate of
Grid 3 is 0.08% compared to the Grid 4, and 1.2% and 2.5%
for Grid 2 and Grid 1, respectively. Therefore, Grid 3 was
selected for the rest of fluid domains with the same opening.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. THE CONTROL VOLUME
The radial flow force here represents the flow force pro-
jecting perpendicular to the spool axis, which influences
the lateral force. As flow velocity changes dramatically at
the orifice, the pressure difference before and after orifice
mainly determines the radial flow force according to Eq. (1).
In order to calculate the force value, the annulus fluid domain
selected as the control volume shown in Fig. 5, was cut
from whole computational fluid domain, which is displayed
in dashed-line rectangles in Fig. 1, and Fig. 2. The control
volume chosen here has an advantage in that, the effects
of the inner structure and oil passages location of the valve
have been considered. This is more reliable than simulation
results that held the assumption, that the fluid domain was
completely symmetrical with the annulus being chosen as the
only computational domain.

Fig. 5(a) shows the annulus fluid domain selected for force
calculation in the outlet control mode. The red annular surface
shown on the left side of the volume, is the pressure inlet; and
the annular orifice opening, colored in green, is the pressure
outlet. The inner and outer walls are part of the spool and
housing surfaces, respectively. Fig. 5(b)–(d) represents one
of twelfth areas of the control volumes for square land, 45◦

conical, and rounding curved control surfaces. It is obvious
that the definition of the inlet and outlet boundaries should be
exchanged in the inlet control condition. The pressure infor-
mation was collected from the annulus fluid domain from the

FIGURE 5. Annular fluid domain cut from whole computational domain
used as control volume for calculating radial flow force. (a) annular flow
domain, (b) one-twelfth fluid domain of square land, (c)one-twelfth fluid
domain of 45◦ conical surface, (d) one-twelfth fluid domain of rounding
curved surface.

numerical results of both the inlet and outlet surfaces. In order
to gather the flow force distribution around the orifice, six
sections through the spool axis were created, whose locations
were separated by an interval angle of 30 ◦ as shown on Fig. 6.

FIGURE 6. Six sections’ positions of annular fluid domain through spool
axis.

The pressure distributions on the twelve inlet and outlet
lines are shown in Fig. 7, where the X -coordinate is the radial
distance from the inner wall to the outer wall, and Fig. 8
where the X -coordinate is the distance of the orifice opening
from the static housing control edge to the spool control edge
under outlet control condition with rectangular edge, when
the inlet pressure is 25 MPa and outlet pressure is 0.1 MPa.
It is obvious that the pressure distributions at twelve inlet lines
vary with the line position, while the pressure at twelve outlet
lines at the annular orifice shows similar trends, but the values
present differently.

The velocity at the orifice has a direct contribution to the
fluid momentum, and is also used to determine the flow type
as the definition of the Reynolds number. The twelve velocity
distributions at the orifice along outlet lines under the same
condition of Fig. 8 are shown in Fig. 9, this demonstrates
that the flow is turbulent as the velocity values on the outlet
line are close except at the two ends. Even though the velocity
at the orifice was easy to acquire, the radial flow force in this
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FIGURE 7. Pressure distributions along the inlet edge.

FIGURE 8. Pressure distributions at the orifice along the spool axis from
housing edge to spool control edge.

work was calculated by using the pressure difference and not
the velocity, as the velocity directions at inlet lines are not
always parallel to the spool axis, and are hard to determine.
In formula 1, the parameter jet angle was deduced by using
overall velocity v, and the velocity u vx which projects in the
X direction as the Eq.3, 1P is deduced by using the average
pressure on the inlet edge minus the value on the outlet edge
at the same position in Fig.5(b). Fig. 10 shows radial flow
force variations along the orifice periphery under three types
of control profiles, four different inlet pressures, metering-in
and metering-out cases for the symmetric valve.

θ = acos
vx
v

(3)

B. RADIAL FLOW FORCE
Fig. 10(a) - (f) denotes the absolute radial flow force on
the spool increases with inlet pressure, which also represents
pressure difference; the outlet boundary here was set to an
atmosphere that was suitable to the condition when the outlet

FIGURE 9. Velocity distributions at the orifice along the spool axis from
housing edge to spool control edge.

port is directly connected to the tank. The mean radial flow
force has a linear relationship as analyzed by authors in
[23]. In the outlet control conditions, the radial flow force is
smallest at the 45◦ conical control edge among three control
profiles. On the contrary, the force on the spool with conical
profile is highest among the three inlet control profiles.

Figure 11 shows the radial flow force variation along the
periphery of the annular orifices under three control profiles
of sliding spool, inlet, and outlet control cases when the inlet
pressure was set to four different pressures. This indicates that
the radial flow forces are much higher when fluid discharges
out of the cavity, than when the fluid discharges out under
the circumstances of the rectangular and round control edges.
The radial flow force differences between inlet and outlet
control modes under the 45 ◦ conical profile, are closer than
the force differences of the other two profile types.

C. NET RADIAL FLOW FORCE
As flow force has a direct connection with the velocity,
and the direction of the force is determined by the direc-
tion of the velocity at the orifice, this results in the orifice
opening closing [7], and thus the direction of radial flow
forces on the spool is bound to point towards the spool axis
and circumferential distribution. The force therefore, could
self-compensate partially, but this will result in net radial
flow force which should not be ignored as explained by
Lu et al. [23]. The net radial flow force of each case was
calculated by projecting the force at each position to the Y and
Z directions, and summed up to achieve root-mean-square
value according to formula 6. The values of net radial flow
forces of all the simulation results are presented in Fig. 12.

FrY = −
∑

Fr (α)sinα (4)

FrZ = −
∑

Fr (α)cosα (5)
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FIGURE 10. Radial flow force distributions along orifice periphery of three
profiles under different pressures and flow directions. ( a ) the square
outlet control surface, ( b ) the square inlet control surface, ( c ) the 45◦
conical outlet control, ( d ) the 45◦ conical inlet control surface, ( e ) the
rounding outlet control surface, ( f ) the rounding inlet control surface.

where FrY is the Y component of the net radial flow force,
and FrZ is the Z component. Net radial flow force Frn acting
on the spool at the orifice is the square root of the FrY and
FrZ values, according to the formula (6):

Frn =
√
F2
rY + F

2
rZ (6)

Fig. 12 demonstrates that the net radial flow force increases
with the inlet pressure. The maximum net radial flow force is
less than 4 N when the opening is 0.5 mm. And the force
of asymmetric structures is less than 4 N under the same
condition of symmetric structures, when the fluid flows out
of the cavity. While the force in asymmetric structures is
higher than that of symmetric structures, when the control
edge profiles are rectangular and round, but the value of the
conical profile shows the opposite.

D. EFFECT OF THE PRESSURE DIFFERENCE
The pressure difference has a linear relationship with the
radial flow force as shown in the formula 1. Fig. 13 shows the

FIGURE 11. Radial flow force variations of three profiles, inlet and outlet
control modes, and four pressures when the oil ports are asymmetric.
(a) 5 MPa, (b) 10 MPa, (c) 15MPa, (d) 25 MPa.

average radial flow force from the values of twelve position
changes with inlet pressure, when outlet pressure is set to
atmospheric pressure. The straight lines of different simu-
lation conditions present the linearity which goes well with
the formula 1, and shows that the average radial flow force
increases with the pressure difference. However, the slope of
the lines in Fig. 13 varies with control surface profiles and
flow directions, whereas straight lines are quite close under
the same conditions except the symmetry of the cavity. The
largest slope appears at the outlet control with rectangular
and round control edges when the cavity is plane symmetry,
while the slope is the least steep at the inlet control with
the rectangular control edge. From formula 1, it expresses
that the slope of the lines in Fig. 13 has a direct relation to
2CqCvπx sin θ . However, the pressure difference extracted
from the calculation of flow domain acts as a vital effect. One
reason is that the jet angle θ is not always constant as shown
in Fig.14, which is a critical factor on the slope in Fig.13.

In addition to the average radial flow force, the net radial
flow force increases with the pressure difference demonstrat-
ing linearity in Fig. 12.

E. EFFECT OF THE CONTROL SURFACE PROFILE
The radial flow forces show not only different values, but
also different trends in the three profiles on the spool used
for control surface. The force values of the square and round
profiles under the outlet control case present a similar trend as
shown in Figs. 10,11, and 12. The largest percentage error of
average radial flow force between square and round profiles
is 0.83 percent for the symmetric conical, and 0.82 percent for
the asymmetric conical. However, for the inlet control case,
the radial flow force at square control edge is lower than the
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FIGURE 12. Net radial flow force of three types of control edges under
different pressures and flow directions. (a)-(b) the rectangular control
edge, (c)-(d) the conical control edge, (e)-(f) the round control edge.

value at the round profile. The radial flow forces under the
condition of conical control edge present differently with the
other two profiles, which shows that the force value is higher
than the other two inlet control cases, while smaller for outlet
control edge.

For the square control profile, the radial flow force at the
annular orifice of the inlet controlmode, ismuch less than that
of the value of outlet control for both symmetrical and asym-
metrical valve structures. Fig. 13 shows the average radial
flow force is 0.56 N for inlet control, and 7.45 N for outlet
control for the symmetric structure when the inlet pressure
is set to 5 MPa, and for the round control edge, the average
flow force is 1.00 N and 7.51 N under the same condition.
However, for the conical control edge, the average flow force
for inlet control is 3.86 N, and 5.30 N for outlet control at
5 MPa inlet pressure with symmetric structure. Moreover,
the value differences also increases with the pressure.

F. EFFECT OF CAVITY SYMMETRY
The symmetric cavity of the sliding spool valve here has the
feature that the inlet and outlet passages are machined on the

FIGURE 13. The straight lines of average radial flow force with respect to
pressure difference.

same section, and the other structure inwhich the passages are
located on the respective sections according to ISO standard,
is labeled with asymmetric valve. The average radial flow
force which increases with pressure for the symmetric valve
has similar tendencies to the asymmetric valve as shown
in Fig. 13. The largest relative error for the square outlet
control profile between the symmetric and asymmetric valves
is 8.3 percent by using the average flow force when the
inlet pressure is 25 MPa, the relative error decreases with
the pressure. Thus the symmetry of the valve has little effect
on the radial flow force. However, the net radial flow force
which contributes to one actual lateral force caused by radial
flow force is influenced by valve symmetry. The net radial
flow force of the asymmetric valve is less than the value of
the symmetric valve for each result shown in Fig. 12. The
value of the square outlet control mode particularly, is at
its minimum at 25 MPa, while the minimum value of the
inlet control occurs at 25 MPa on the conical profile spool.
There are two stagnation points on the symmetric plane for
the symmetric valve [29], which in turn affects the pressure
distribution around the spool, shown in Fig.20. This results in
a larger pressure difference than the value of the asymmetric
valve in which the stream flows around the spool surface in a
helical manner without a typical stagnation point [17].

G. EFFECT OF FLUID FLOW DIRECTION
The directional valve was designed with the ability to freely
flow in two directions, the outlet control indicates when fluid
discharges out, while the inlet control means that the fluid
enters into the cavity. It is visible that the flow direction
has a significant effect on the radial flow force as shown
in Fig. 10, Fig. 11, and Fig. 13. The radial flow force of
inlet control is much less than the value of the outlet control
for the three types of control profiles, and the four different
pressures. In Fig. 13, the average value of radial flow force
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of outlet square control profile is 17.9 times the value of the
inlet control case at 25 MPa, and 9.3 and 1.25 times the inlet
control value, when the control surface is round and conical,
respectively. The net radial flow force for the inlet control is
less than the value for the outlet control edge in most cases,
except for the conical control surface with symmetric volume,
when pressure is less than 25 MPa.

The net radial flow force difference of the conical profile,
which is the absolute value between inlet and outlet control
cases at the same pressure, shows closest compared to the
other two control profiles. The values are shown in Table 2 of
three profileswhen the pressure varies from 5MPa to 25MPa.
It illustrates that the lesser the difference in the radial flow
force, the closer the net radial flow force is.

TABLE 2. The net radial flow force differences.

H. EFFECT OF JET ANGLE
The jet angle is a necessary part of determining the steady
flow force, as it determines the direction of the flow velocity
[26]. When the shoulder of the sliding spool was square land,
the perimeter of the shoulder (75.4 mm) was larger compared
to the opening of the orifice (0.5 mm). The flow was thus
considered to be two-dimensional and the Laplace equation
can be solved to determine the jet angle, which is presented
in formula (7)

x
cr
=

1+ π
2 sin(θ)− ln(tan[π−θ2 ]cos(θ ))

1+ π
2 cos(θ)+ ln(tan[π/2−θ2 ]sin(θ ))

(7)

where the cr , is the radial clearance between the valve and
the valve housing (sleeve). From this equation, the jet angle
varies between 21 to 69 degrees and for most valve openings,
an angle of 69 degrees has been used as a good estimation for
jet angle [26].

Jet angle is defined as the acute angle of the velocity
vector at the orifice relative to the axial of the spool, and the
angle is calculated according to equation (3). The average jet
angle at the orifice for the round and square control surface
is between 65 degrees and 68 degrees when the pressure
difference increases from 5MPa to 25MPa. The angle values
of the asymmetric and symmetric cavities are quite close for
the square and round control profiles, shown in Fig. 14. How-
ever, the jet angle of the conical profile performs differently,
the average value of which is around 56 degrees for inlet con-
trol, and 35 degrees for outlet control. In addition, the value
decreases with the increasing of pressure for metering out
which is opposite in the other cases.

It is indicated that the jet angle is not only influenced by
the opening and the clearance for the spool valve, but also the
pressure difference, and the control profile, which meant that
formula 7 needed to be modified.

FIGURE 14. The relation between average jet angle and pressure
difference.

I. EFFECT OF STATIC PRESSURE ON THE SPOOL
The radial force on the spool surface plays a vital role in the
valve design, as it increases the frictional resistance. The net
radial force 6Fr , which is also called the net lateral force,
acting on the inner surface (spool surface), was directly calcu-
lated according to the simulation results presented in Fig. 12,
by using root square value of forces in the Y direction, and
Z direction, shown in Fig. 15. The net lateral force not only
increases with increasing pressure, but is also a dozen times
the net radial flow force at the annular orifice as shown
in Fig. 13. It is obviously that the net lateral force varies from
over 100 N to 300 N at 25 MPa. And the net lateral forces
under conical profiles show less than the value under other
two control surfaces’ conditions in Fig. 15.

In order to figure out how the static pressure on the spool
surface act on the lateral force. Pressure data are extracted
from the two circles which are located on the spool surface
at the inlet and outlet cross sections perpendicular to the axis
showing in Fig. 17, the pressure variations along the circle are
plotted in Fig. 16. Curves in Fig. 16 shows the static pressure
on the spool is not uniformly circumferential, resulting in a
lateral force on the spool.

Themax static pressure differences shown in Fig. 16(a), (b)
are calculated according to formula 8, by using the maximum
static pressure psmax minus theminimum static pressure psmin.
The values are 0.095 MPa, 0.180 MPa, 0.225 MPa, and
0.045 MPa when the inlet pressures are 5 MPa, 10 MPa,
15MPa, and 25MPa, respectively.Meanwhile, Fig. 16(c), (d)
show that the pressure differences at the outlet section on
the valve surface are 0.231 MPa, 0.547 MPa, 0.896 MPa,
and 1.437 MPa, respectively under four inlet pressures from
5 MPa to 25 MPa. The max static pressure difference shows
linearity with inlet pressure as shown in Fig. 18. In addition,
the ratio rps variation with static pressure difference 1ps
versus inlet pressure pin as formula 9, is plotted in Fig. 18,
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FIGURE 15. The relation between lateral force and pressure difference.

FIGURE 16. The static pressure variation on the spool surface at circle
lines of the inlet and outlet sections when the control edge is rectangular
at metering-out and symmetric condition. (a),(b) normalized pressure
p/pin variation along Y and Z directions on the inlet line of the spool;
(c),(d) pressure variation along Y and Z directions on the outlet line of
the spool.

which confirms that the maximum static pressure difference
on the spool has a linear relation with inlet pressure when
outlet pressure is directly connected to the tank.

1ps = psmax − psmin (8)

rps = 1ps/pin (9)

The pressure distribution on the inlet and outlet circle
shown in Fig. 16 present symmetrically about plane Y = 0.
If we assumed that the pressure distribution along the axis
remains unchanged except at orifice area, the lateral force
generated by static pressure could be estimated by using
values in Fig. 16, and the surface area of the spool. The lateral
force caused by static pressure was calculated, and shown
in Fig. 15 under outlet control condition when the valve
is symmetric. This verifies that the uneven static pressure

FIGURE 17. The position of inlet and outlet circles on the spool for
acquiring static pressure.

FIGURE 18. The variation of static pressure difference and ratio of static
pressure on inlet and outlet circles with inlet pressure.

distribution on the spool surface, plays a critical role in
causing lateral force on the sliding spool.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To verify the computational simulation results of the static
pressure distribution on the spool surface, the experimen-
tal test bed, whose hydraulic schematic diagram is shown
in Fig. 19(a), was established with a prototype seat valve
containing a special test channel made of nylon using a
three-dimensional printer, as shown in Fig. 19(b). Because
of the limited size of the prototype, seven valves were printed
to cover seven circumferential test positions θ (180◦, 210◦,
240◦, 270◦, 300◦, 330◦, 360◦ (0◦)), on the section through
the outlet port axis, perpendicular to the spool axis.

All seven tested valves were printed with the same model
size shown in Fig. 2, the orifice opening was 0.5 mm.
The installation platform with a 3D-printed valve is shown
in Fig. 19(c). In order to arrange the pressure sensor on the
test rig, a transition valve block was fabricated, so as to
connect the valve, and the pressure sensors. The features of
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FIGURE 19. Hydraulic test bed. (a) the schematic diagram, (b) one section
of 3D printed symmetric valve, (c) the platform for test.

FIGURE 20. The experimental and simulation static pressure variations
along half periphery of the outlet circle on the spool.

TABLE 3. Main sensors and equipment details.

the pressure sensor and the flowmeter are listed in Table 3.
The pressure sensorsmeasured the pressure value at a specific
position on the spool, as well as pressure of the inlet port. And
the flowmeter measured the flow rate passing through the
valve. All the signals were acquired using the NI USB 6363,
a multi-function I/O device made by National Instruments,
to the computer. Fig. 19(b) is the section of the prototype
valve with test position 180◦.

The leakage occurred on all outside surfaces of the 3D
printed nylon valve during the experiment when the inlet
pressure was over 3.0 MPa, except for the interface between
tested valve and block. Due to this, the pressure test was
carried out with an inlet pressure below 3 MPa. Fig. 20
presents experimental and tested results of the static pressure
variations with the angle position on the spool surface at
the outlet circle when the inlet pressure was 1.5 MPa and
2.5 MPa. It showed that the pressure reached a maximal
value at the angle position of 180◦, and decreased along the
cylindrical surface reaching a minimum value around 330◦,
finally, the pressure reached a peak value at 360◦ (0◦), the two
maximal values are two stagnation points as explained in [29].
It is visible that the static pressure changes around the cylin-
drical surface of the spool, and the amplitude of the varia-
tion increased with inlet pressure, which was verified by the
experiment and provides the explanation; the variable static
pressure on the spool contributions radial force unbalance for
the sliding-spool, should be considered when selecting the
electoral-mechanical actuator.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, the effect of the lateral force on the sliding-spool
valve was analyzed. The results indicated that

1) the radial flow force varies linearly with pressure dif-
ference.

2) the jet angle was not only influenced by the clearance
and opening, but was also affected by the control sur-
face profile, and flow direction.

3) the radial flow force on the spool under the inlet control
mode was less than the value under outlet control, and
the force difference between inlet and outlet control of
conical profile was the least compared to the other two
profiles.

4) the static pressure is an important contributing factor
in the lateral flow force to the spool, and the amplitude
of static pressure variation increases linearly with pres-
sure difference.

The results demonstrated that the lateral force on the spool is
affected by radial flow force, and static pressure distribution
on the cylindrical surface. When the opening is 0.5 mm,
the maximum net radial flow force is less than 4 N which is
much smaller, compared to the lateral force caused by static
pressure with the value of 228 N when the inlet pressure is
25 MPa. These results completed the factors which caused
the lateral force, by adding radial flow force, and static pres-
sure on the sliding spool, in order to precisely evaluate the
resistances that should be overcome by the actuator.

Further research should focus on the theoretical analysis
of radial flow force, and static flow force acting on the
spool, which would help to fulfill the mathematical models of
sliding valves, helping to select a more appropriate actuator.
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